A vintage way to be Apulian
Driving your italian vintage car

Driving your very own classic Italian Vintage car along roads lined with drystone walls and breath-taking panoramas of endless olive groves, wind your way
to some of the regions best towns, Ostuni, Alberobello, Locorotondo, Polignano
a Mare, Monopoli and Lecce, where you ill park up your Italian beauty and be
free to explore.
Tailor made itineraries can be arranged and they can vary in length and duration.

Tailor made

Itria Valley

For everyone

Matera
Discover the town that lies upon a small canyon
carved by the rain and wind

If you try to compare Matera to other places in the world you would never find a
similar city. Also known as the Subterranean City, Matera is famous for its
historical center
since 1993, along with the Park of the Rupestrian Churches which can also be
visited during this experience.
The town can be explored under the guidance of a local friend who will drive the
guests in the hidden spots of Matera, offering an insider look of this incredible
place. Elected European Capital of Culture in 2019, Matera will overwhelm you,
catapulting you into a world of history and culture that drags you back in time.

2,5 hours

Bari

For everyone

Lecce, the city of Baroque

Lecce has many traces of the art of Romans, Medieval and Renaissance period,
but the exuberance, beauty and eccentricity of the Baroque stands out. Lecce is

Discover one of the most important example of
Baroque in Italy

cultural heritage, capable off capturing the eyes and the hearth of everyone.
Walking through its street you will immerse yourself in the warm and enveloping
tones of the Lecce stone, admire its ancient buildings and surround yourself with
the unique warmth of its people, even enjoying some traditional food such as
Pasticciotto
Rustico
with puff pastry, bechamel, mozzarella and tomato

2 hours

Lecce

For everyone

Monopoli
Discover the city of a hundred districts

Monopoli is a fishing village that has become a charming must-see destination
over the decades. Along the centuries the village has been a source of inspiration
for poets and artists.
One of the ways to visit Monopoli is to start from the harbour, suggestive at any
time of the day, a gateaway to the town for those arriving from the sea, with a
very peculiar urban scenery, the primitive spirit of a city born from the water. In
vozz gozzo), the
typical local wooden boat, with its traditional colors, light blue and red.
Monopoli old town is a succession of intertwined narrow alleys that will lead you
to unexpected small squares full of bars and restaurants where you can enjoy
freshly-caught fish, pizzas or a gelato. An explosive mix of colors, art, food and
nature.
2 hours

Monopoli

Suitable for everyone

Ostuni, the «white city»
Discover one of the gem of Itria Valley

The historical centre of Ostuni is one of the most beautiful in Italy and is known
throughout the world for its original architecture. Ostuni is well known as the
color that dazzles the eyes when you look at its
walls. Ostuni is teeming with shops and small boutique where you can buy
authentic souvenirs or just be inspired and overwhelmed by curiosity.
Our local friend will guide you through the tunnels of narrow streets and paths
that cross magnificent churches and small shops, arches and alleys, to get lost in
the beauty of this country that watches over the Itria valley.

2 hours

Ostuni

For everyone

Polignano a Mare
An immersive walking experience in the village on
the Adriatic Sea

amazing white cliff coast, the vibrant historical center and the sun shining on the
water will surprise you step by step.
Our local friend will guide you through the historical center, letting yourself be
enchanted by Lama Monachile, an inlet overlooking the sea, on the ancient Via
Traiana
Marchesale
center made up of
characteristic white houses and alleys overlooking the famous "balconies on the
from famous quotes to love words, and finally the monument dedicated to the
most famous Italian singer, Domenico Modugno. Polignano a Mare is the perfect
break to relax yourself and enjoy the sea breeze.
.
2 hours

Polignano a Mare

For everyone

A special lunch in Alberobello
An immersive lunch between Trulli and local culture

An experience like no other with Mimmo, our local friend who will guide you
through the narrow streets of Alberobello, UNESCO world heritage site,
imparting his knowledge about the history of this magical town.

What could be better than ending this experience with some home cooked
traditional Apulian delicacies and a glass of local wine amongst the trulli
themselves.

3 hours

Alberobello

For everyone

Apulian home-cooking
Become familiar with the rituals of meals in Puglia

Lunch and dinner, in Puglia, are like rituals: the selection of the ingredients at the
street market, the preparation of the food and the meal itself. In the amazing
scenario of a 17-century Masseria, our local friends will open the doors of their
home to share recipes that come from their parents and grandparents using only
local ingredients.
You will get the chance to prepare and share food, a good glass of wine, some
good conversation and laughter while enjoying the beauty of this Masseria. You
will remain astonished by the relaxing atmosphere you will breath.

2 hours

Fasano countryside

For everyone

Telling, making, tasting

In Puglia lunch and dinner are like rituals: from the selection of the ingredients at
the street market to the preparation of the food and the meal itself.

Learn the secrets to master the art of Puglian cooking

Inside the amazing atmosphere of a 17th century Masseria, our local friends will
open the doors of their home to share some of our most traditional recipes. You
will get a hands-on guided experience of how to prepare your own Apulian meal
and why not, maybe a glass of delicious wine from the region to accompany it.

2,5 hours

Conversano

Starting from 12 years old

The gold of Puglia
An olive oil tasting in an out-of-time place

Did you know Puglia produces the largest amount of Olive oil in the whole of
Italy? Close to Ostuni, immersed in 30 hectares of monumental centuries old
olive groves, some of the highest quality virgin olive oil is produced and it is
there we find Corrado, our local friend.
Amongst tales of peasant culture and how olive oil is produced, you will be
taken on a journey from Roman times to today. The experience ends with a
guided tasting of the olive oil produced on the farm itself.

1,5 hours

Ostuni countryside

For everyone

Bike and taste the countryside
The olive oil road

Across the ancient Egnazia ruins, down country paths siding fields of secular
olive trees, to reach a XV century fortified Masseria. Nowadays, the Masseria
hosts a small farm, well known for its olive oil production. After the arrival at the
Masseria and the well-deserved break, you will discover the process of olive oil
production and enjoy the oil tasting.
On the ride back set your eyes on the boundless horizon.

2 hours

Fasano countryside

Starting from 12 years old

Bike and Nibbles
Live and taste Apulia: between olive oil and a
traditional picnic among olive trees

A ride across evocative fields of secular olive trees with peculiar silhouettes,
shaped by time and wind. The vegetation transforms as you go down country
paths flanked by characteristic dry-stone walls.
Fig trees, Juniper bushes and the unmistakable Mediterranean Maquis will be
your companions during the journey. The experience ends with An olive oil
tasting and a wellfortress walls.

3.5 hours

Fasano countryside

Starting from 12 years old

From Martini to Chakra
Wine tasting and aperitif in the countryside

Amongst acres of ancient vinyards, in the Canale di Pirro area, under a centuries
old oak tree, Giovanni will tell tales of this land while you taste the wines
produced from these very vineyards.

He will talk about his dedication to conserving the vines that were once used to
produce the famous Vermouth Martini, the energy of this land and many other
tales of the wine making history of this area.

2 hours

Countryside

Starting from 12 yrs old

Wine, passion and countryside
A family-run winery with an open vision and a
natural inclination for innovation and
experimentation

Wine is passion, or better, it is the result of passion: you cannot make wine if you
barrels and rotate the bottles.

Together with Giovanni, young local host and great storyteller, you will have a
walk in the vineyards and a visit at the cellar before the guide tasting experience.
the coast, savoring exceptional wines, enjoying the moment with friends and
familiars.

2 hours

Polignano a mare
countryside

Starting from 12 yrs old

Master of Primitivo

Even though Primitivo grape is widespread in the whole Puglia, it is typical and
mainly produced in the territory of Sava and Manduria, near Taranto.

Discovering the best Apulian wines

This winery was founded in 2004 and right from the start, the company mission
was to produce wines from 50 to 90 year old vines, grown with Apulian saplings,
of great personality and with a strong territorial identity. An unforgettable
experience to discover the real Apulian wine.

2 hours

Manduria

Starting from 18 years old

Castellana caves, down deep in your
heart
Private tour experience full of feeling and emotions

More than 60 meters deep in an amazing scenario made of stalactites,
stalagmites, incredible shapes, fossils, canyons and caves: be excited as you will
go back to one hundred million years ago. A stunning itinerary to live this full
sense till the unique white cave.
immersive adventure not as common observers but more as true explorers.
A private excursion with expert speleological guides: hear the hidden sound of
the caves and observe the life that populates it, walk in the shoes of a real
speleologist for a little while.

2,5 hours

Castellana Caves

For everyone

Costs overview
A vintage way to be Apulian
Up to 4 hours vintage car tour: starting from
Dedicated driver: 100 + 22% per driver

450 + 22% per car

Matera
Walking experience in Matera with our local friends: 275 + 22% vat
Ape Calessino car, 1h tour: 60 + 22% per person (maximum 4 people)
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 6 hours disposal: 420. Extra hour

55 each.

Lecce
Walking experience in Lecce with our local friends: 275 + 22% vat
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 6 hours disposal: 350. Extra hour

55 each.

Monopoli
Walking experience in Monopoli with our local friends: 275 + 22% vat
Spritz aperitif in the heart of Monopoli: starting from 20 + 10% vat per person
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour

55 each.

Ostuni
Walking experience in Ostuni with our local friends: 275 + 22% vat
Ape Calessino car, 1h tour: 60 + 22% per person (maximum 4 people)
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour

55 each.

Polignano a Mare
Walking experience in Ostuni with our local friends: 275 + 22% vat
Special coffe or gelato tasting: 7,00 + 10% vat per person
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour

55 each.

Lunch amoung the Trulli
45 minutes Walking experience in Alberobello with our local friends: 275 + 22% vat
Lunch in a private terrace sorrounded by trulli: 180 + 10% vat per person (minimum 8 people)
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour 55 each.

Apulian home-cooking
Cooking class in a typical Masseria, Lunch included : 150 + 10% vat per person (minimum 8 people)
Private visit of the Masseria with olive oil tasting: 45 + 10% vat per person (minimum 8 people)
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour 55 each.
Telling, making, tasting
Cooking class in a typical Masseria, Lunch included : 150 + 10% vat per person (minimum 8 people)
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour 55 each.
The Gold of Puglia
Visit of the masseria and the olive mill and olive oil tasting: 45 + 10% vat per person
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour 55 each.
Bike tours
Bike tour with olive oil tasting included: 80 + 10% vat per person (minimum 8 people)
Bike tour with picnic: 130 + 10% per person (minimum 16 people)
From Martini to Chakra
Wine tasting in the countryside: 80 + 10% per person
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal:

195. Extra hour

55 each.

Wine, passion and countryside
Wine tasting with the owner of a winery in Polignano a Mare and aperitif 150 + 10% per person
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour 55 each.
Master of Primitivo
Wine tasting with the owner and light aperitif 90 + 10% per person
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 350. Extra hour

55 each.

Castellana Caves, down deep in your heart
Private tour of the caves with dedicated guide included: 1.000 + 22% per tour from 1 to 25 people max
Transfer by Minivan with a dedicated driver and 4 hours disposal: 195. Extra hour 55 each.

Indigenus staff 4h disposal:

160 + 22% vat (extra hour

35 + 22% vat)

